Abstract-This paper presents a new low complexity method of providing improved channel state information at the transmitter within closed-loop MIMO systems. We propose to feedback the second best codeword in addition to the best codeword. At the transmitter, these two precoding codewords are interpolated using geodesic. The optimal interpolation parameter is derived in closed-form for single-stream transmission. The performance of the proposed method with b-bit codewords is shown to be close to a codebook with 2b-bit codewords, while our method has significantly lower computational complexity.
I. INTRODUCTION
Multiantenna arrays at the receiver and transmitter create a multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) wireless channel with multiple degrees of freedom. These degrees of freedom are typically used to improve reliability of transmission in fading environments or to obtain higher data rates by means of spatial multiplexing.
With knowledge of channel state information (CSI) at the receiver, the transmitter may further steer power towards receiver and avoid transmission into its null-space. In case of frequency division duplex (FDD) systems, the CSI can be fed back from receiver in the form of limited quantized feedback, where the quantization points are called precoding codewords and the set of codewords form a precoding codebook.
Current commercial wireless systems have adopted codebook based limited feedback over direct quantization of channel components. Jointly quantized codebook offers robust performance with a modest amount of feedback bits. It has been shown in [1] , [2] that maximizing the minimum distance between points on the Grassmannian manifold maximizes the average mutual information upper bound of a MIMO system with feedback. The Grassmanian codebooks may be designed according to [3] , [4] , [5] , [6] . However, for low mobility users, when channel response of the user is almost steady, more precise feedback would be beneficial.
Precoding gain in MIMO systems can be increased by increasing the size of the codebook. However, at the same time the complexity of codeword selection and memory requirements increase exponentially with the number of bits. Moreover, the optimal codebooks with large amount of codewords are difficult to construct. Thus, it is beneficial to design successive refinement on top of the codebook. One known method for the refinement is a hierarchical codebook [7] .
However, this method generates a new codebook in every refinement step, which introduces additional complexity for the receiver.
In this paper we address a novel codebook refinement method, which requires minor additional processing and memory at the receiver compared to the regular codeword selection. In addition to the best codeword, we propose to feedback the second best codeword to the transmitter. The transmitter then interpolates between two codewords, which refines the accuracy of CSI. To compute the refined codeword at the transmitter we employ geodesic. The method requires only one coarse codebook constructed and one additional codeword search at the receiver when compared to the regular MIMO feedback. The proposed method with b-bit codewords achieves almost the performance of 2b-bit codebook, while codebook design is relaxed, and codeword selection complexity at the receiver is significantly reduced.
II. SIGNAL MODEL
We consider a precoded MIMO-OFDM system with N t transmit and N r receive antennas and unitary precoding. The precoder takes as input an S-dimensional vector x of source symbols and multiplies it with an N t ×S semi-unitary precoding matrix W. On each of these S beams an independently modulated and coded data stream may be transmitted. Note that the same power is allocated to all beams due to unitary precoding. The transmission equation of data symbols at one subcarrier is thus given by
where H is the MIMO channel and n is the noise vector whose entries have the i.i.d. complex Gaussian distribution with zero mean and variance σ 2 . The dimensions of the matrices are marked in (1) as subscripts. For notational simplicity, the subcarrier indices were dropped.
A. Codeword selection at receiver
In FDD systems, transmitter selects the precoder matrix from the codebook C b based on the feedback from the receiver. The codeword W i from a codebook C b of size N = 2 b is selected and reported as the best codeword, if it minimizes a preselected distance metriĉ
where X consists of right singular vectors of H = UΛX, the singular value decomposition of the MIMO channel matrix. Lately, the chordal, Fubini-Study and projection distances have been applied to spatially multiplexed MIMO wireless communication systems. These distances, denoted by d chord , d F S and d proj , are the consequence of wireless system optimization w.r.t. certain performance measures [1] . These distances between two matrices (points on the manifold) W 1 , W 2 can be defined as: 
III. ALGORITHM DESCRIPTION
Herein we first describe the proposed algorithm and in the consecutive sections we will discuss its parts in detail.
Algorithm:
1) The receiver measures the channel H using downlink reference signals.
2) The receiver estimates the best W 1 and the 2nd best W 2 codeword accoding to preselected metric. 3) The receiver reports the best codeword W 1 . 4) The receiver reports the 2nd best codeword if
, where Γ(p fix ) is the interpolated codeword between W 1 and W 2 , and p fix is the interpolation parameter. Otherwise, receiver reports the best codeword W 1 again. 5) The transmitter interpolates between the reported codewords and applies the precoding codeword for transmission.
At the receiver, the algorithm using b-bit codebook requires computing of 2 b distances. Further, it needs to perform search of two best matching codewords with minimum distance, which requires 2 b+1 − 1 comparisons. Moreover, in order to decide in step 4 whether the 2nd best codeword should be reported, receiver needs as well to construct a geodesic, for which some of the cross products precomputed during the search for the best matching codeword can be reused. Moreover, if the number of streams is equal to one (S = 1), it is enough to compute the optimal interpolation parameter p opt from (7) to make a decision in step 4. Table I shows the selection complexity comparison of the proposed algorithm to a codebook of b bits and 2b bits. Clearly, the complexity of codeword selection for the proposed algorithm is close to the one of a codebook with b bits. 
IV. THE GEODESIC ON GRASSMANNIAN MANIFOLD
The straight lines on a manifold are called geodesics and express the shortest path between a pair of points. A line is a geodesic, if the curvature vector projected to the tangent space at every point of the line is zero [8] . For example, on the two-sphere a latitude other than equator is not a geodesic.
In 
which has the SVD U(tan Φ)V H , where U is the orthogonal complement of W 1 , Φ is a diagonal matrix of principal angles and V is a square unitary matrix. Finally, the geodesic from point W 1 towards point W 2 havingẆ 1 is given by [9] 
where p tracks the geodesic Γ, that is Γ(0) ∼ W 1 and Γ(1) ∼ W 2 1 and ∼ stands for equivalence relation. This equation is then used in steps 4 and 5 of the algorithm. Another way of calculating geodesic was introduced in [10] .
V. OPTIMAL INTERPOLATION PARAMETER
Having the best and the second best codewords W 1 and W 2 and the right space of channel representation X, we would like to find the parameter p that minimizes one of the distance metrics which is the function of cross product
In general the distance has to be minimized numerically for a specific metric. However, in case S = 1, χ(p) = X H Γ(p)Γ(p) H X is scalar and the minimization of all the
metrics in (3) corresponds to maximizing χ(p) . The solution for optimal p opt can be found in closed-form
where Figure 1 illustrates the interpolation between the best W 1 and the second best W 2 codeword. The right space of channel representation X is closest to interpolated codeword Γ(p opt ).
Fig. 1. The interpolation at the transceiver

A. Distribution of p opt
In order to study the amount of channel information in the n-th best codeword report, we have run Monte-Carlo simulations and obtained probability density functions (pdf's) of interpolation parameter p opt . Firstly, we have generated realizations of X obtained by singular value decomposition of random normally distributed channel H with i.i.d. components. Secondly, we have computed p opt from (7). Finally, we have constructed a normed histogram in Figure 2 , which displays the distribution of optimal p opt when interpolating to 2nd, 3rd and 4th best codeword. The expectation of parameter p opt decreases with n-th best codeword and so does the amount of channel information carried. In general N best codewords could be fed back, however most of the information is contained in the 2nd best codeword already. Its distribution spreads around the value 0.5, which is the value when the best and the 2nd best codewords are equally valuable.
Optimally, parameter p opt should be fed back from the receiver to the transmitter. However, in order to limit feedback overhead, we have investigated the loss caused by setting the interpolation parameter p to a constant p fix . Expectation of |X H Γ(p)| 2 for optimal and fixed interpolation parameters are displayed in Figure 3 . It is noticable from (6) that the geodesic is a goniometric periodic function of p and thus setting p ∈ (0, 2p opt ) results in gain. On the other hand, for 2p opt < p < 1, interpolated codeword brings loss and instead the best codeword W 1 is reported. The probability of reporting best codeword W 1 instead of interpolated codeword is only 1%. The optimal fixed value of the parameter based on Figure 3 is p fix = 0.4. The reader may as well notice that the performance is rather robust around the parameter p fix . For S > 1, the parameter p opt depends on the preselected metric. To find out whether optimal p fix behaves similarly, we have investigated its behavior with several metrics. We have constructed a dual-stream (S = 2) Grassmanian codebook for each specific metric with distances in Table II and codebook size of 4 bits. The FS and chordal packings are optimal according to [6] . Figure 4 illustrates the expectation of distance as in step 4 of the algorithm at specific p for different distance metrics. Fixed interpolation parameter p fix = p while p opt varies according to each channel realization H. Surprisingly, the optimal parameter p fix does not depend on the type of codebook nor the metric compared to p opt . Furthermore, it is again observed that p fix = 0.4 provides a desirable fixed value.
VI. PERFORMANCE RESULTS
We have simulated the proposed 2nd best refinement method assuming that the best codeword as well as the 2nd best refinement codeword are fed back at the same time. We have measured post processing SINRs with MMSE receiver at 10dB SNR for a transmitter with N t = 4 and a receiver with N r = 2 antennas. The interpolation parameter has been fixed to p fix = 0.4. Thus, there is no additional feedback overhead due to the interpolation parameter. Precoding was performed with granularity of 12 subcarriers according to LTE specifications [11] , which is less than the coherence bandwidth of a 3GPP Typical Urban channel. Cumulative distributions of SINRs are illustrated in Figure 5 . It is shown that the subcarriers and 24 subcarriers at the beginning of the band were scheduled. The receiver speed was set to 3 km/h and link adaptation was assumed to be ideal. Further, the total system bandwidth was set to 5 Mhz, central frequency to 2 GHz and subcarrier spacing to 15 kHz. Figure 6 shows spectral efficiencies for both 1-stream as well as for 2-stream transmissions. Obtained gains are 0.7-1 dB, which are in line with the previous experiment. Again, performance of the 
VII. CONCLUSION
We introduced a novel codebook refinement method for closed-loop MIMO systems utilizing the best and the second best codewords. The method performs close to a regular feedback method using codebook with double amount of bits. Both methods have the same feedback rate, but codeword selection complexity in the refined method is significantly reduced. We have as well derived the expression to estimate the optimal interpolation parameter and shown how the amount of information contained in the n-th best codeword decreases with n. Moreover, we have found the fixed interpolation parameter p fix that performs close to the optimum one and does not require additional feedback. The refinement method can be utilized to improve closed-loop MIMO performance without changing codebook or increasing computational complexity.
